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Canadian Legislative
and Program Context



LAC’s Legislative Context:
Mandate

Library and Archives of Canada Act  (S.C. 2004, c. 11)
Preamble
WHEREAS it is necessary that

(a) the documentary heritage of Canada be preserved for the benefit of 
present and future generations;

(b) Canada be served by an institution that is a source of enduring 
knowledge accessible to all, contributing to the cultural, social and 
economic advancement of Canada as a free and democratic society;

(c) that institution facilitate in Canada cooperation among the communities 
involved in the acquisition, preservation and diffusion of knowledge; and

(d) that institution serve as the continuing memory of the government of 
Canada and its institutions;



Legislative Context:
Harvesting at LAC

Library and Archives of Canada Act
OBJECTS AND POWERS
Sampling from Internet

Section 8. (2):

“In exercising the powers referred to in paragraph (1)(a) and 
for the purpose of preservation, the Librarian and Archivist 
may take, at the times and in the manner that he or she 
considers appropriate, a representative sample of the 
documentary material of interest to Canada that is 
accessible to the public without restriction through the 
Internet or any similar medium”.



• Infrastructure built and web harvesting began in 2005
• In response to changes in the Library and Archives of Canada Act 2004 

• Between 2005-2008, activities concentrated on capturing 
the Government of Canada web presence
• Commemorative websites and special events

• GoC web domain was captured in 2005, 2006, 2007

• Thematic projects have been curated since 2005:
• Provincial and Federal Elections

• Summer and Winter Olympics

• Commemorations (State funerals; Calgary Stampede, the War of 1812)

Web Archiving Program:
Background



Methodology:

A Collection Development Strategy 
for Web Archives

Of all the stuff that’s on the Web
what to collect and why?



Why Collect the Web?

• The Web constitutes a decisive evolution in the 
documentary heritage medium – the parchment of our 
day

• Produces content of documentary heritage value 
replicated in no other medium

• A preferred publishing medium for the public; preserving 
the medium therefore captures contemporary public 
opinion in a unprecedented manner

• Capture it now or accept the risk of losing the primary 
source of 21st century



High-level Goals of the Program

• Alignment of web archival curation with 
institutional acquisitions and collection 
development priorities

• Select, acquire, preserve and provide access to 
web archival holdings documenting uniquely 
Canadian issues or perspectives

• (Establish the digital preservation context of web archiving)

• Satisfy the expectations of Canadian 
researchers and those interested in Canada 



Initial Considerations

• Policy and Guidelines

– Alignment with Legal Deposit

– Subjects of Emphasis
• Supports institutional degree programs and research 

strengths

• Importance to Canada and Canadians as documentary 
heritage and for research

• Selection as simultaneous Digital Preservation Action

– Technical Feasibility

– Long term Sustainability, Requirements, Resources 



LAC’s
Collection Development Priorities:

• Commemoration of Canadian Historical Events

• Aboriginal peoples

• Canada’s Military Heritage

• Atlantic, Western, and Northern Canada

• Women

• French-language

• Multicultural Canada



Internal Collaborative
Collection Development

• LAC’s thematic projects draw on the expertise
of library and archival subject matter specialists

• Assist in scoping project parameters and contribute 
to developing seedlists for thematic collections:
– Political

– Historical

– Military

– Social & Cultural

– Economic



Web Archival
Collection Development at LAC

Importance to Canada and Canadians

• Assessed based on:
– Significance in impact on the concerns of Canadian public and 

government;

– Significance in relation to current or historical, social, cultural, 
political, economic events;

– Impact as demonstrated by communication patterns specific to 
the Web, such as: 

• Trending topics in social media (including hashtags, etc.)

• Emergence or coordination of social movements via social media or 
other forms of Internet communication

• Other real-world impacts with traceable roots in web content and 

communication.



Value as a Research Collection:
• Degree of Canadiana content and long-term research value;

• Authority (quality, factual accuracy, bias, and integrity of the information presented; 
instructional, intellectual, literary, and social merit; and the stature/significance of the 
author and/or publisher);

• Currency (how up-to-date the information is);

• Uniqueness (how unique the perspective/information conveyed is);

• Diversity of perspective (ranging across the full political or other spectrum);

• Diversity of media type (traditional news vs social media);

• Presentation (stimulating website architecture/presentation, imagination, and 
creativity; readability, organization of content, and physical and technical quality);

• Suitability (of the subject matter, style, and language to the intended programs and 
audience);

• Research utility (how likely is the resource to be consulted in a research context; how 
many target audiences/disciplines would the resource appeal to);

• Degree of representation and inclusiveness within Canadian society.

Web Archival
Collection Development at LAC (2)



CD vs Respect des Fonds

• Not a “versus” situation – both methodologies 
are drawn upon at LAC:
– Research collections of thematic web materials are curated 

based on library collection development principles

– Web holdings are web archived where they are relevant to a 
traditional fonds (a donator’s website; exploring the management 
of Twitter archives) 

– Provenance and archival integrity are protected by including 
links and references to the web archival material in MIKAN fonds
records

– Librarians and archivists tag-team vs digital resources



What are the use cases?

• Who is using the web archives?

• What subject matter/data would researchers come to 
LAC expecting to find?
– What would be minimum?  What would be paradise?

– How would this affect access/discovery/arrangement?

• How would these researchers use the data?

• What tools would these researchers need to work with 
the data?

• What does the researcher lack that LAC could provide? 
(computational power!)



A Few Case Studies



Library and Archives Canada
Vancouver 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Games 

Activities

Our best example…
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Vancouver 2010 Olympics

• Canadian Heritage was interested in a large data set that could be mined 
and analyzed for cultural, social, and tourism information

• Seedlist selected by the Federal Secretariat, LAC librarians and archivists

• Methodology created to assess target websites for currency, authority, 
perspective, frequency of content generation, degree of technical difficulty in 
collection and QA, harvest scheduling

• Selection methodology based in part of the target’s resource’s ability to 
contribute valuable information to a robust, minable dataset – this 
methodology has informed every project since



Canadian Federal Election
October 22nd, 2015



Web Archival Targets

• Curation goals include documenting:
– A record of the proceedings of the House and Senate and all legislative activity 

(via PARLinfo and LEGISinfo)

– Harvesting the GC’s current structure prior to the elections, in the event this is 
impacted (Elections Canada, TBS, all domains owned by PCO including the 
Prime Minister’s site, PCO.gc.ca, Economic Action Plan, Speech from the 
Throne, the Clerk of the Privy Council’s site and so on).

– Capturing the sites of the Cabinet Ministers and all 308 of the official and 
constituency sites of each Member of Parliament.

– Archiving all federal parties with candidates in the elections registered with 
Elections Canada in order to preserve party political stances and platforms.

– Harvesting key blogs discussing polls and making elections predictions are also 
periodically web archived, as well as the media: chiefly the political and/or 
elections sections of the top 10 digital newspapers in Canada by circulation.



Elections 2015

• 3 million+ digital assets have been acquired 
reflecting the pre-election state of these 
resources

• On Election Day and thereafter, we began re-
crawling these resources to document elections 
results and reception.

• These activities will continue until a sufficient 
and representative collection documenting the 
2015
elections has been satisfactorily preserved.



Lessons Learned

• Web archiving at LAC must evolve toward 
curation of research collections, as is done for 
other documentary heritage mediums 

• ‘Digital history’ imposes new requirements on 
the discipline of web archiving, and transforms 
the work and role of the web curator/archivist

• Collaboration with subject matter experts an 
their buy-in is key



Next Steps

• Deploy SOLR-based full-text search, reconsider web archival 
arrangement to include social media holdings, and update the 
web archives GUI/access portal

• Refine the curation methodologies for publication and
consultation

• Engage Canadian stakeholders for collaborative curation and to 
formally collect research tool and access requirements

• Develop a framework for controlling quality control investment 
based on priority level of the research collection





Web Archiving @ LAC

Evaluation and Acquisitions Branch

Tom Smyth
Manager, Digital Capacity and
Business Lead, Web Archiving Program

tom.smyth@bac-lac.gc.ca

@smythbound

Patricia Klambauer
Lead Web Archiving Project Officer and Crawl Engineer
web-archives-web@bac-lac.gc.ca

Questions?

Email me!
Tweet me!





LAC’s Toolkit for Web Archiving
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Acquisition (Harvesting):

• Heritrix Smartcrawler
• LAC’s primary large-scale web crawler
• Targets and copies defined web content

• LAC’s WebCan
• Crawl definition and harvest Management
• “Front end” for the  Heritrix “back end”
• Developed at LAC
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Processing, Metadata and Quality
Assurance

• LAC’s WebCan
• Crawl management and generation of metadata 
• Proxy control and quality assurance operations
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WebCan Crawl Management Tool

• Developed internally by LAC to allow acquisition staff to manage all 
operations: harvest definitions, seed lists, crawl management, quality 
assurance



LAC’s Toolkit for Web Archiving (2)
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Building indices for Discovery and 
Access:

• Nutchwax (SOLR)
• Processes and indexes the harvested holdings for 

presentation in the Wayback Machine

• The Open Wayback Machine
• Snapshot management
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Making the Web Archives available:

• The Open Wayback Machine
• Reports snapshots indexed to discovery layer (GC

Blue Template)

• Enables browsing and navigation of web archives

• Nutchwax (SOLR)
• Allows full-text index and search of web archives


